Kaba CheckIn
Convenience and security for a carefree stay, controlled by the latest technology.

Kaba CheckIn - the optimum solution for the
management of your hotel rooms
Kaba CheckIn is impressively simple software for day-to-day
management and programming of access cards for guests
and personnel. Together with the award-winning Kaba evolo
door components, simple solutions can be created for all
access situations. The entire installation can be carried out
quickly by your trusted Kaba partner following brief planning.
It's simple
The access cards are easily programmed with Kaba CheckIn at
the reception using the desktop reader. If a guest requires
more than one card, these are duplicated in seconds at the click
of a mouse. All guests receive their individual, time- and roomspecific card and can therefore use the main entrance, hotel
elevator, their room, the fitness room or the health spa.
The intuitive user guidance with acoustic and optical
(red/green) signalling of the door elements is an additional
convenience aspect of Kaba CheckIn.

Kaba c-lever compact

Advantages
>>Fast and easy installation of the battery-operated door
elements.
>>The user-friendly software is available in many languages
and enables efficient CheckIn/CheckOut.
>>Additional guest cards are duplicated easily and quickly.
>>Cards which guests have accidentally taken along
automatically lose their authorisation. Through a service
medium, lost cards also can be revoked during the stay.
>>The guest cards can be reused infinitely.
>>Seamless integration: mechanical keys can also be
administered using the software.
>>Traceability of the door activities is possible if required,
thanks to the audit trail.
>>Emergency opening: Emergency access cards or a
mechanical locking cylinder can be integrated easily.
>>The privacy function can be implemented using a
mechanical thumbturn cylinder.
>>Wide range: for each access area there is a suitable solution,
whether for the room door, elevator, fitness room, wellness
area or the underground car park.

Kaba digital cylinder

Kaba reader

iF product design award: Kaba sets great value on quality, functionality and design when developing its
products.
In the first presentation in autumn 2010, the new products in the new timeless, straightforward design
received great acknowledgement. The consistent corporate product design is inspiring, with its clear-cut
design and high recognition value. Three products have been awarded the international iF product design
award - the Kaba digital cylinder even received the iF GOLD award.

Reception area
Kaba CheckIn helps you to leave an outstanding impression:

Kaba CheckIn management software
>>No additional costs if a key is lost:
The expensive replacement of keys or lock cylinders
belongs to the past. Each guest is given an access card
with a defined validity period.
>>Controlled graphic overview of the room occupancy:
Graphics regarding the occupancy of all rooms can be
called up at any time.
>>Intuitive operation of the software: No staff training is
required, the language can be changed individually.
>>Simple traceability of door movements in the event of
unusual incidents: The digital door components record
all entries. Thanks to this, you are able to analyse who
entered the room when, e.g. in case of damage, theft, etc.

CheckIn mode: room- and time-specific
programming of the guest cards.

Kaba desktop reader
>>Simple programming: Access media for guests can be
programmed conveniently at the reception.
>>Flexible key management: Issue of access cards upon
request of the guest. Multiple rooms per guest (suite
function) and multiple cards per guest are also possible.
>>In the event of changes to the access authorisations of
staff and guests, there are often insurmountable hurdles
when using regular locking systems. In each case, every
change or upgrade is very costly. Not with Kaba CheckIn,
where programming flexibility goes without saying.
>>Simply connect the desktop reader to the PC using the
USB connection and get started.

CheckOut mode: the guest cards are
eliminated with one click.

Room status: the room occupancy of
is visible at a glance.
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